EARTH SHRINE

Earth Shrine kit design options:
1. Earth
2. Wildlife Habitat
3. Tree of Life
Paint, color, collage, decorate with
what calls to you and then assemble.
Each kit includes:
1-Back, 1-base, 1-top, 2-sides,
2-doors and 4 tabs (1 door stop, 1 optional
on top, 2 optional door knobs) 2 rubber bands to
secure shrine as glue dries

Kids 6yrs and older

Wherever you stand in water or on land, something or someone lives there. We share
the earth with so many other species, some we can barely see, and many struggling to
survive in their ever-shrinking habitats.
Sustain Tahoe (inspired by Beth Amines ‘Portals to Peace’ Shrine kits) designed this
shrine as a mindful crafting journey. Enshrine what you find precious as you remember,
recover and re-story your relationship to the land, plants, wildlife, water and air – we all
share.
www.sustaintahoe.org

email: sustaintahoe@gmail.com

775 413-9211

PO 3206 Incline Village, NV 89450

Earth Shrine Assembly
1)

Lay out pieces in order of
assembly (A to A etc.) to
decorate inside first

2) layout inside panel design
(photos, graphics or painting)

3) glue set photos in place, or paint
however you want the inside to look.

4) Once ready, apply a quick set glue
or any wood glue to all the tabs of the
sides and bottom

5) set the sides in place using the
tab cut edges to lock into place
and then set the back and sides
into bottom tabs – lock set in
place

6) set door post into hole on bottom
floor. Glue tabs on top piece and carefully
set top into back tab slots while locking
the door posts in place at the same time

7) Use rubber bands to hold in
place while drying if needed
8) glue set top tab on inside as
door stop

9) Now you
are ready to
decorate the
outside of the
shrine and
add in the top
tab, if desired.
The other two
tabs can be
glued in as
doorknob

FYI:7)We
added
top tab
andtab
fingerling
glue
set ‘door
stop’
on the
extensions
give
inside ofto
the
topit more uses (key
and mail holder, jewelry, mementos)
and ways to decorate.
PS the wood used is from reclaimed
lumber
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